Theoretical studies of UO(2)(OH)(H(2)O)(n) (+), UO(2)(OH)(2)(H(2)O)(n), NpO(2)(OH)(H(2)O)(n), and PuO(2)(OH)(H(2)O)(n) (+) (n<or=21) complexes in aqueous solution.
Extensive ab initio calculations have been carried out to study equilibrium structures, vibrational frequencies, and the nature of chemical bonds of hydrated UO(2)(OH)(+), UO(2)(OH)(2), NpO(2)(OH), and PuO(2)(OH)(+) complexes that contain up to 21 water molecules both in first and second hydration spheres in both aqueous solution and the gas phase. The structures have been further optimized by considering long-range solvent effects through a polarizable continuum dielectric model. The hydrolysis reaction Gibbs free energy of UO(2)(H(2)O)(5) (2+) is computed to be 8.11 kcal/mol at the MP2 level in good agreement with experiments. Our results reveal that it is necessary to include water molecules bound to the complex in the first hydration sphere for proper treatment of the hydrated complex and the dielectric cavity although water molecules in the second hydration sphere do not change the coordination complex. Structural reoptimization of the complex in a dielectric cavity seems inevitable to seek subtle structural variations in the solvent and to correlate with the observed spectra and thermodynamic properties in the aqueous environment. Our computations reveal dramatically different equilibrium structures in the gas phase and solution and also confirm the observed facile exchanges between the complex and bulk solvent. Complete active space multiconfiguration self-consistent field followed by multireference singles+doubles CI (MRSDCI) computations on smaller complexes confirm predominantly single-configurational nature of these species and the validity of B3LYP and MP2 techniques for these complexes in their ground states.